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MathBlend is mainly intended for students, providing them with a tool
that can be used for finding relevant information and practical examples
on any math-related topic. It can save them the time and effort required
to search for data online and sort it out by narrowing the range of
information sources to a few websites. The advantage of MathBlend is
that it can gather all the explanations and examples within a single
intuitive interface. It can assist users in immediately finding information
and even videos that can help them understand the math principles and
theorems. The application works just like a search engine specialized in
mathematics. Actually, its main window only comprises a search field and
a list of commonly searched topics that can be accessed with just a click.
Practically, the user's only task is to manually type or paste the desired
keyword in the search form. Alternatively, there is a drop-down list of
predefined topics, such as linear functions, quadratic equations,
polynomials, theorems, exponential and logarithmic functions, induction,
probabilities, combinations, vectors, geometry and so on. Aside from
written information and examples, MathBlend can also find tutorial
videos, which can play the role of a personal tutor. Also, it can come in
handy for accessing webpages that can give users a helping hand in
generating graphs and curves for any function. In addition to this, it can
be used for easily accessing IB Mathematics chat rooms, where one can
communicate to other students and share ideas on solving problems.
Created for educational purposes, MathBlend can assist students in
deciphering the mysteries of mathematics and improving their skills. It is
a handy home practice tool that alongside the school lessons and the
teacher's explanations can significantly contribute to one's education.
Personalization features include the ability to set the font type, size and
color of its interface elements; there is also an option to use image
background instead of the default grey-blue. There are 6 different
themes, each of which has a different color palette. MathBlend is not
affiliated with the British or European IB education system. MathBlend is
available in 4 versions: Basic for educational purposes Plus for more
features and advanced maths. Pro for more powerful features.
Professional for expert users. The look and feel of the application are
very intuitive. The user can easily find the information he or she needs,
sorting out the results in the form of a
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MathBlend is a simple search engine for math that is mainly intended for
students, providing them with a tool that can be used for finding relevant
information and practical examples on any math-related topic. It can
save them the time and effort required to search for data online and sort
it out by narrowing the range of information sources to a few websites.
The advantage of MathBlend is that it can gather all the explanations and
examples within a single intuitive interface. It can assist users in
immediately finding information and even videos that can help them
understand the math principles and theorems. The application works just
like a search engine specialized in mathematics. Actually, its main
window only comprises a search field and a list of commonly searched
topics that can be accessed with just a click. Practically, the user's only
task is to manually type or paste the desired keyword in the search form.
Alternatively, there is a drop-down list of predefined topics, such as linear
functions, quadratic equations, polynomials, theorems, exponential and
logarithmic functions, induction, probabilities, combinations, vectors,
geometry and so on. Aside from written information and examples,
MathBlend can also find tutorial videos, which can play the role of a
personal tutor. Also, it can come in handy for accessing webpages that
can give users a helping hand in generating graphs and curves for any
function. In addition to this, it can be used for easily accessing IB
Mathematics chat rooms, where one can communicate to other students
and share ideas on solving problems. Created for educational purposes,
MathBlend can assist students in deciphering the mysteries of
mathematics and improving their skills. It is a handy home practice tool
that alongside the school lessons and the teacher's explanations can
significantly contribute to one's education. DoodleMath is designed for
students who are interested in making math fun and for math teachers
who want to enable students to keep interested during math lessons.
DoodleMath is an interactive math game that can come in handy for the
end of a math lesson where students tend to struggle with
understanding. DoodleMath provides an easy way for students to
understand and learn any math principle by simply dragging and
dropping geometric shapes that represent certain mathematical
concepts and theorems. As soon as a student finishes a practice problem,
DoodleMath generates a unique diorama based on his or her answer. In
the diorama, the student can see the relationship between the object(s)
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MathBlend is a math-related search engine that allows its users to
search, view, and share content on the topic of mathematics. All the
information on MathBlend is from Internet sources, which means the
content is reliable. The main window of MathBlend includes the
MathBlend search box, a list of commonly searched topics, and a list of
math topics. The search box automatically finds the written contents and
the relevant videos. The user can simply click on the topic of interest and
they'll be directed to the relevant source. The main interface also
includes controls that enable users to change the options (e.g. page size,
interval of search results, advanced search options, etc.). MathBlend
Searching Options: Searching Options: Type: A function that can be used
to search for information on a specific mathematical topic. Keyword: A
word that can be used to search for information on a specific topic.
Search Type: A particular type of search. Users can choose from the
following options: "text search", "video search", "web search", and
"tutorial search". Search Interval: A particular interval from which the
search results will be shown. Users can choose from the following
options: 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, and 1,000. Advanced Searching:
Additional search criteria for searching on MathBlend's advanced search
page. MathTopics: A list of common topics related to mathematical
information. Topics Search: A list of common topics related to
mathematical information. Keywords: A list of common keywords related
to mathematical information. Videos Search: A list of common videos
related to mathematical information. Tutorial Search: A list of common
tutorials related to mathematical information. MathBlend Search Results:
Gathering Search Results: User's options are automatically saved for
future reference. Searching MathBlend: Searching MathBlend: The user's
options are automatically saved for future reference. Clicking a topic
opens a page with all the content related to that particular topic. The
topic could be an equation, a theorem, or even a tutorial. If videos are
available, the user can simply click on the "Video" logo to view all the
videos that are related to that topic. MathBlend Content: MathBlend
Content: The user's options are automatically saved for future reference.
The main feature of MathBlend is that it can gather
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MathBlend is a handy home practice tool that alongside the school
lessons and the teacher's explanations can significantly contribute to
one's education. (...) A+ Megaminx is a free iPad game with 78 levels in 2
modes (Free and Time Limited). This game is challenging to those who
like the puzzle games and interesting to those who like to be a game
designer. Ace of Spades is a free arcade game that combines card games
with a classic multi-player and take-turn style of play. The original puzle
rules have been adapted in this game, and players may choose their
favorite Ace from 8 possible cards. Ace of Spades Online is a free arcade
game that can be played in both online and offline mode. While there are
16 computer-controlled opponents in the offline mode, you can play
against an unlimited number of human players in the online mode. (...)
Adagio is the sequel to Gorf, with its regular mode, plus two new features
that extend the gameplay beyond the rule limit of 10 steps. Players can
now play the original Gorf rules, with only one card drawn at a time, and
also the Vasto rules, with as many cards drawn at a time as they want.
The gameplay has been refined to maintain the Gorf feel, and to make it
even more challenging by introducing new rules and features. In Adagio,
each card has an age, and the higher the number, the younger it will get,
so older cards have a negative age. On game start, the cards are first
exposed in reverse order: first the oldest, and then the younger. Then
they are drawn by age in a specific order: the oldest card first. (...)
Adafruit is a free collection of utility hardware, software and electronics
kits, suitable for projects and teaching. We have boards for all kinds of
microcontrollers, from 8-bit to 32-bit (such as Arduino, Intel Galileo, MKR
Wixel, PIC, and Intel Edison) with some specialized kits for robotics and
audio. We also have tutorials and electronics modules that go with the
boards to help students and hobbyists. Our kits, modules, and tutorials
are part of the Adafruit Learning System which is designed to make the
person who wants to learn electronics a bit more fun along the way. (...)
Adorabit is a free game for Android devices. On the surface, it is a simple
match-three game
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System Requirements:

AndroSage is a TV PVR for Linux that brings you the features of a
Chromecast media streamer and a TiVo Roamio. Hardware
Requirements: AndroSage requires a 1.0 Intel or AMD CPU and a
minimum RAM of 512MB. GPU (optional): 1 GB Video RAM Android
device: 4.2.2 or later You will need either a supported wireless access
point to connect to, or a computer to stream from.
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